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Letter of Intent
Dear Sir or Madam,
On behalf of San Diego State University, the Design Build Fly (DBF)
team would like to present this package for you to review our
project. The annual Design, Build, Fly Competition is very important
to us and we strive to make each year better.
We rely on sources of support from private and corporate sponsors,
like you, to help us grow and reach our goal of being one of the top
university clubs and making this a great experience for all
participating students. Your donation not only allows us to apply
knowledge accumulated in the classroom to real world experiences,
but also cultivates traits of teamwork, creativity, and determination
in each of our students.
By participating with us, we offer you increased publicity,
manpower and time. We hope that you consider helping the Design
Build Fly team by sponsoring our project.
Thank you for your consideration towards DBF for 2020.
Sincerely,
_________________________________

Thanh (Tony) Luu
SDSU DBF '19-'20 Treasurer

_____________________________________________
_Christopher Jaquilmac

SDSU DBF '19-'20 President

SDSU Design-Build-Fly
Design Build Fly (DBF) is a student-run organization established at San Diego State
University (SDSU). The SDSU DBF club has competed in the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Design, Build, Fly competition for the past 23
years. Each year an array of students from various technical and non-technical
backgrounds come together in this club to construct a free flying competition based
plane, where different engineering skills and techniques are both practiced and
learned throughout the school year.
Notable accolades from previous years
have been placing 1st place in 2003,
6th in 2002, 2nd place in 2013, and 8th
in 2014, each while competing with
over 100 different colleges and
universities. These achievements have
been set forth and we as students
continue to build upon these legacies
from our alumni. Today, this club
continues to grow, promoting all trades
of the aerospace industry as well as
striving to produce the best aircraft we
can and aiming for that first place spot.

Design Build Fly intends to teach students
engineering skills that are not part of their
education. It helps students to learn about
teamwork, organizational skills, technical
writing and leadership. Members of the
DBF team learn to work in a team
environment while continually interacting
with faculty, sponsor companies, the college
of engineering, and other students. Thus,
they are better prepared to enter the
workforce upon graduation

AIAA Design-Build-Fly
Design, Build, Fly is an international student competition hosted by the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA). The AIAA is a nonprofit
organization whose primary purpose is to advance the sciences and technology of
aeronautics and astronautics and promote the professionalism of those engaged in
these pursuits. The competition invites students from around the world to compete
against one another by challenging them to design, build, and fly a remotecontrolled airplane that completes a series of mission profiles set out each year by
the DBF organizers. These mission profiles require students to balance opportunity
cost of weight, power, size, endurance and many other issues that students will
soon encounter in the workforce. DBF encourages innovation by creating a fresh
design challenge each year. Students are exposed to composite fabrication
processes, various electronic hardware/wiring, basic aircraft propulsion,
aerodynamics, as well as other applications they typically don’t encounter in a
classroom environment.
Aircraft General Requirements
Maximum wingspan of 5 feet.
Must fly with the banner deployment, towing, and release mechanisms for all
missions.
Takeoff within a 20 ft runway with the banner installed using electric motors
only.
Must carry passengers and luggage in the cabin. Passengers must remain vertical
throughout the flight, and not affect the center of gravity in any way.
Must tow a banner. Banner must remain vertical throughout the flight, and
cannot be damaged at any time during the flight (including the ground impact).
Pass a wing loading test with all passengers/luggage installed.
Complete a ground mission demonstrating its readily deployable nature by
installing the necessary payload within 5 minutes.
Complete a flight mission consisting of 3 laps flown without any payload within
5 minutes
Complete a flight mission consisting of 3 laps flown with passengers/luggage
installed within 5 minutes.
Complete a flight mission consisting of at least 5 laps flown, with a banner being
deployed and released mid-flight, within a 10 minute window.

Projected Budget
Miscellaneous ________ ___
(5.5%)

________
___

Marketing
(8.0%)
___

________

Travel ________
(47.3%)

________

_

__

Total: $11,677

Raw Materials
(24.4%)

Tools (14.8%)

Goal: $15,000
The budget allows us to demonstrate where the money will be spent. Travel cost
takes up the most because we want to bring as many members as we could to the
competition. This shows the spirit of our team and the representation of our
school at an international event. Each member will have the opportunity of
making connections with other schools, and they will also advance their
knowledge by sharing and learning from different schools. Building an airplane
requires not only knowledge nor technique but also materials, equipment and
tools.
Working with composites properly and safely involves a lot of specialized
equipment and materials which accounts for the majority of our costs in raw
materials and tools. Other high costs in our materials include the filament
needed for our 3D printer, Lithium Polymer batteries and motors needed to
power the plane as well as their necessary testing equipment. Our miscellaneous
category contains protective equipment that is crucial to safety when working
with the given materials as well as a workstation needed to properly store the
expensive composite materials.

Sponsorship Levels
SDSU Design Build Fly is a 501(c) 3 certified organization.
All donations to SDSU Design Build Fly are tax deductible organization. Upon receiving your
donations, Design Build fly will generate a receipt that contains both tax and donation
information.

Levels
Bronze Sponsor

$500
Silver Sponsor

$1000
Platinum Sponsor

$1500
Diamond Sponsor

$2000
above

Sponsorship Benefits
Social Media Shout-Out
Logo on SDSU DBF Website
Company promotion during regular GBMs
Social Media Shout-Out
Logo on SDSU DBF Website
Company promotion during regular GBMs
Small Logo on SDSU DBF Competition Shirt
Small Logo on SDSU DBF Competition Airplane
Social Media Shout-Out
Logo on SDSU DBF Website
Company promotion during regular GBMs
Medium Logo on SDSU DBF Competition Shirt
Medium Logo on SDSU DBF Competition Airplane
Social Media Shout-Out
Logo on SDSU DBF Website
Company promotion during regular GBMs
Large logo on SDSU DBF Competition Shirt
Large logo on SDSU DBF Compeition Airplane
Additional benefits may be discussed and mutually agreed upon

Connect with Us
Thank you for reading through the packet. Please contact us for more
information and feel free to check out our program through all social
media below.

sdsu-dbf.org

@SDSUDBF

@SDSU_DBF

@SDSUDBF

sdsudesignbuildfly@gmail.com

Thank you!

From SDSU DBF '19-'20

Letter of Response

Yes, we would like to contribute to Design Build Fly project
Check one:
Bronze: $500

Other

Silver: $1000

Platinum: $1500

Diamond: $2000
above

*If selecting "other" ,sponsorship benefits will correlate to the level of the lower of
the donation
Ex: If donating $1100, your business will obtain Silver level benefits.

Donation Amount: $________________________
(Donations are tax deductible)

No, we cannot contribute to Design Build Fly project
NAME ______________________________________

ORGANIZATION ____________________

TELEPHONE NUMBER ____________________

EMAIL ADDRESS ____________________

SIGNATURE ________________________________

DATE ______________________

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
Please make checks payable to: ________________________
(in the memo, write Design Build Fly)
Send to:
DESIGN BUILD FLY
5500 CAMPANILE DRIVE
SAN DIEGO CA 92182-1968
**You can also email your response to:
If you are turning in a check, you can either mail a check to the address above or our treasurer will come
to pick it up

Comments: ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

